
WHY SABT? WHERE IS SABT IMPLEMENTED?

Out of Limits is an innovative company, specialized in providing consultancy services and 
software solutions for airport’s industries. Our solutions are designed to significantly improve our 

customers’ quality of service and help them to grow efficiently.

ABOUT US
OPTIMIZATION IS OUR GOAL

WE DELIVER SOLUTIONS IN AIRPORT BAGGAGE

SABT
YOUR 360º VISION
IN BAGGAGE
HANDLING SYSTEMS

WEB-BASED
SOFTWARE APPLICATION
SABT is a web-based software application that 
combine all baggage interfaces into a unique 
platform producing K.P.I. and Dashboard 
reports about the baggage handling system 
performance on a real-time basis.

SABT allows a 360 vision for operation, 
maintenance and management regarding 
baggage handling system performance. 
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Get a “open book” regarding the baggage 
handling system information;
Critical tool to reduce irregularities and 
decrease the number of baggage left behind;
Ability to measure the baggage handling 
system performance;
In depth investigation concerning reason of 
lost;
Identify problems and develop corrective 
actions to solve them.

Baggage history;
Reason of lost analysis;
SLA’s calculation;
BSM’s on time / delay;
Lost tracking analysis;
Baggage lead times;
Received - on route - delivered;
Baggage delivered on time / delay.

MAIN OUTPUTS
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SABT
REASON OF LOST
Is a mobile application that allows to read the 
baggage tag in order to send this data for SABT 
and automatically get a suggestion of the reason of 
lost.

The main objective is to get statistics about the top 
reasons for left behind bags, and take actions in 
accordance to that statistics. The algorithm is 
developed according to the specific characteristics 
of each airport.

SABT SLA’S
It’s an add-on to define, monitoring and control the 
service level agreements for baggage handling systems.

This module is recommended for airports / airlines that 
have (or want to have) requirements regarding SLA’s 
penalties / bónus application related to performance 
KPI’s of their BHS.

SABT ENGINE
It’s the “brain” of the software that has all the logical and the performance analysis 
included. The SATB_ENGINE ensures the folowing information:
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X-Ray Performance
Analysis

Flight Status ControlControl Room Monitoring
Baggage info at Chute:

On Route - Delevered - Load

SLA’s Control Mobie Information Online

STATISTICS

.Processed Baggage

.Lead Times

.Baggage X-Ray Analisys

.BSM Problems

.Full Chute Info

.Lost Tracking

.Manual Enconding

.Read Rates

KPI

.Handler / Airline / Flight

.Bags On Time / Delay

.Bags Location

.BRS info

.Baggage Trace

.BIMS Analysis

.Irreularities info

.Performance

.Lead Times

.Load Perfrmance

TOP 5

.Processed Baggage

.Lost Tracking

.MES

.Inbound / Outbounds

.Avg Stay Time

.Max Bag / h

.Bags in Dump Chute

.Bags too early

.In and Out Tracking

DASHBOARD

.Processed Baggage
VS Delayed Bags
.Avg Last 30 days
.Critical Bags
.EBS Bags
.KPI AnalysisEARLY BAGGAGE

SABT BAGS TO GO
It’s an add-on with a completly new perspective about 
showing BHS critical information to stakeholders. The 
innovative factor of BAGS_TO_GO is its algorithm 
that shows / displays the baggage estimated time of 
arrival at chute and its operating status during the 
process inside the system.

With this application airlines and handlers not only 
know how many baggage are missing but also can 
know the estimated time of arrival at final destination. 
Knowing that a bag will be delivered in 1 minute or 15 
minutes it’s a big difference.
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